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Policy statement
Part 1: Statement of intent
This is the health and safety policy statement of:

Our health and safety policy is to:

Signed Date

Print name Review date

!
Adam Bathe ( Trading under A Bathe Electrics)  

- I will constantly assess the environment that I will be working in. This will change on a day to day 
basis so I will always do a visual risk assessment. Since on most occasions the working 
environment will be a customers home I don’t have full control of the environment so I will 
withdraw if I feel there is a health and safety risk. 

- I will ensure that I don’t have any Covid-19 symptoms and ask the customer if they do before the 
visit. 

- I will ensure that there is somewhere for me to wash my hands, however I will carry hand 
sanitiser with me. 

- I will ensure that I will have access to a first aid kit. 

- I will ensure that I follow the latest government guidelines in regards to Covid-19. 

- I will maintain safe and healthy work conditions.

- I will always insure that I carry the correct PPE 

- I will provide and maintain my own equipment. 

- I will review and revise this policy regularly.

01-05-2020 

Adam Bathe 01-05-2021
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Part 2: Responsibilities for health and safety
1  Overall and final responsibility for health and safety:

2  Day-to-day responsibility for ensuring this policy is put into practice:

3  To ensure health and safety standards are maintained/improved, the following people 
have responsibility in the following areas:

4  All employees should: 

• co-operate with supervisors and managers on health and safety matters; 

• take reasonable care of their own health and safety; and 

• report all health and safety concerns to an appropriate person (as detailed above).

!
Adam Bathe - Sole Trader 

!
Adam Bathe - Sole Trader 

!
Adam Bathe - Sole Trader 
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Part 3: Arrangements for health and safety
Risk assessment

Training

Consultation

Evacuation

!
- As I am a sole trader and it is a company under 5 employees I don't formally have to write 
general risk assessments. However I will be constantly assessing the risks before I carry out any 
work and also while I am on the job. 

- I will ensure that I have the correct trainning to carry out my role as a Domestic Installer/
Electrician. ( This includes working at heights, asbestos awareness and electrical safety) 

- I will provide myself with Personal Protective Equipment.

!
- I will review this policy regularly and in the event of a health and safely issue. 

!
- Before and while I enter a property I will make sure I am aware of escape routes. 


